Strat 3 way switch wiring diagram

If you're repairing or modifying your instrument and need to see a wiring diagram or some
replacement part numbers, these service diagrams should help you get started. This list is by
no means comprehensive, and documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes
available. For Service Diagrams for instruments currently in production, please visit the
instrument listing on Fender. Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument currently
under warranty, or service performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty by any
person other than authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a certificate of
warranty service authorization for the period during which the work was performed, will void the
instrument warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching
control function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make them available on
this page as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your specific instrument on this
page, we may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our archive. You may check
the availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer Relations Department by
phone at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a copy. The table below
lists instruments by model name, part number and document revision date: Note: All part
numbers and specifications in each document are subject to revision, change or
discontinuation without notice. Our Lead Times are slightly extended. Please give us extra time
to complete your order. Thank you for your understanding. Because of this, we sell a lot of Strat
pickups. We wanted to go through a few variations of the Stratocaster wiring, as well as some
mods you can make to your Strat to super-charge it. You can always experiment with different
cap values for a different sound, but this wiring is what comes standard on most Fender Strats
after This variation allows you to keep the standard functionality of a Fender Strat while
experimenting with different tone values for your Bridge Tone. Instead, it makes a Fender
Bridge sound more like a Humbucker. At Fralin Pickups, nobody loves tinkering with wiring
options more than Lindy himself. This modification uses the same Blender Pot, but wires it a bit
differently:. How is this useful? Due to the routing of the Stratocaster Body, you might only
have a narrow channel to lay your wires. The best way to make sure your wires stay nice and
neat is to use some Masking Tape or Shrink Tubing on your pickup wires like so:. Using
Masking Tape or Shrink Tubing to keep your wires neat will ensure your pickguard will lay nice
and flat. Take a look at the following image of a Strat â€” notice how each part connects to
ground once. Notice any jumpers? These mark the locations of parts that need grounding. I
hope you found this article helpful, and as always, let us know what you think below! I have
bought the blues special and I would like to connect them according to the second scheme, the
variation of the standard. And I want to use the magic cap. But I have a question. Lindy puts this
cap on the bridge pot, but on the other tone pot, what cap does he recommend? However now
my middle pickup sounds bad. My original neck and middle PU are noiseless. I notice on the
black leads to the pot, there are two blobs of solder. Any the middle pickup is connected to
each blob of solder. I have no use for a tone! Is there any way I can have three volumes and a 5
way? My question is, with my existing 5 way switch, can I possibly get this setup? If this will not
work, what do I need to do to get this configuration? Is there a way to blend a reverse wound
Strat middle pickup with a regular wound bridge pickup via a tone control for a fatter type of
Humbucker sound? You can use our Blender Pot to achieve this. Fantastic pickups and quality
workmanship! Standard Strat wiring from Fender has NO tone control for the bridge pickup.
Adding a single tiny jumper wire from the neck tone tab to the unused bridge tone tab can give
you tone control for neck and bridge pickups they are not on at the same time. Great
information, as usual. Thanks for posting this. Lindy rewound some pickups for me a few years
ago and he did an amazing job. Your email address will not be published. Previous Next. This
wiring is great for Strat players who want a simple and easy operation. Rated 4. Select options.
Select Options. Rated 5. Tone-Talk, Ep. Patrick, You can use our Blender Pot to achieve this. He
is the expert when it comes to quality pickups and rewinding. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. This wiring allows you to get tones similar to humbucking
pickups, as well as single coil combinations not normally available. You even get thin, pawn
shop guitar tones! All done without permanently altering your guitar. A hint taken from a review
of a new signature guitar prompted me to see how his original guitar is wired. I'm pretty positive
that this is it. Wiring Highlights: 3 single coil wiring : the "Mega Strat" revision 4. The following
diagrams are shown as wiring diagrams rather than schematics for the benefit of the novice.
ALL of the diagrams below may be adapted to any volume and tone control arrangement. It is
important to understand the concept of the volume and tone controls to adapt some of these
diagrams to your guitar. If the diagram you wish to use does not show volume and tone
controls, use another diagram as reference and see just how these controls work. It shouldn't
be too difficult, and once you see how these controls are wired, you can easily add them to any
diagram. Commercial licensing is available. Please contact GTC for details. The 3 Way Switch is

the one initially used in Fender Stratocaster guitars when introduced in The Stratocaster
featured three pickups, and the three-position switch allowed the player to select one at a time.
Guitarists quickly learned to wedge a piece of cardboard from a pack of matches or a cigarette
pack into the switch between positions to turn on two pickups at once. In , Fender introduced
the 5 Way Switch with detents in place at the second and fourth position and guitarists no
longer needed cardboard wedges. Other than these detents, there is no difference between the
two switches. Both switches look like Fig 1. Modern switches have two sides, and each is called
a stage. The left side is considered to be the input stage, while the right side is the output stage.
Vintage switches only had one and looked very different, but functioned the same internally.
Each stage has four lugs, of which three are singles 1,3, and 5 and one is common C. That
means that the 1, 3, or 5 will connect to the common C. It might be easiest to compare the
switch to a railroad. On the input side, the train will come from the one, three, or five, and leave
through the common. On the output side, the train will begin from common and exit through the
one, three, or five. We wire the Fender Stratocaster using the input side. The neck pickup goes
to one, the middle to three, and the bridge to five of the input side. In vintage guitars, we would
solder a wire from common to the volume control. You can do vintage wiring using the modern
5 Way Switch, but you do not get to access the output stage if you do. Access the output stage
by connecting the common on the input stage to the common on the output stage. Then solder
a wire from the common on the output stage to the volume pot as seen in Fig 4. There is still
one continuous wire that runs from the input common to the volume control, but now we have
activated the output side. We can see in Fig 5 that we get one extra output on the modern 5 Way
Switch at the One-lug of the output stage. The signal coming from the One-lug will be only the
neck pickup. This is the neck and middle position, and it is not available on the 3 way switch
without the cardboard trick. You can see by looking at Fig 6 that we get two extra outputs in this
position with the modern 5 Way. In this position, the One-lug and the Three-lug output signal as
well as the common. The sound coming from both lugs will be a combination of the neck and
bridge pickup. The third position is the middle pickup by itself, and it is available with all three
switches. You can see by looking at Fig 7 that we also get a single extra output at this position
from the Three-lug on the output side of the 5 Way Switch. The One-lug is no longer active. The
sound coming from this output is the middle pickup. The fourth position is the middle pickup
combined with the bridge pickup, and as with the second position, it is not available with the 3
Way Switch. As we see in Fig 8, this position gives us two extra outputs if we use the modern 5
Way Switch. One output is from the Three-lug, and one is from the Five. The sound coming from
both lugs will be a combination of the middle and bridge pickups. The fifth and final position is
the bridge pickup. This selection is available with all three switches, and as we can see in Fig 9,
we have one extra output coming from the Five-lug on modern switches. Modern 3 Way
Switches also have the output stage, and they will have the same extra outputs that the modern
5 Way has on each available position. The extra outputs only output a signal when those lugs
are selected. The rest of the time they output no signal. Fender has created the most popular
way to use the extra outputs with its multiple tone controls on the Fender Stratocaster. The
Fender Strat features one volume control and two tone controls. One tone control is for the
neck pickup, and one is for the middle pickup. The bridge pickup has no tone control. We can
see by looking at Fig 10 that the first thing Fender does is flip the lugs for the neck and bridge
pickups on the input side. Instead of the neck pickup going to the One-lug, it goes to the
Five-lug. Instead of the bridge pickup going to the Five-lug, it goes to the One-lug. You can do
this mod anytime you want to reverse how your switch works. Fender takes it further though,
and they use the output side to allow the neck and middle to have a separate tone control.
Usually, a tone control would look like it does in Fig With this circuit, any signal reaching the
volume control also goes into the tone control. We can see in Fig 11 that a lug on the volume
connects to a lug on the tone control. If we go back to Fig 10, we can see that no lugs on the
volume connect to any lugs on either tone control. Only the switch connects to lugs on the tone
controls. In the neck position, the Five-lug is active on the output side as we saw in Fig 9. We
can see by looking at Fig 10 that this output is sent to tone control 1 and as you have probably
guessed will allow you to change the tone of the neck pickup. Tone control 2 will not affect the
sound. In the neck and middle positions, the Three and Five lugs are active as we saw in Fig 8.
We can see by looking at Fig 10 that the Three-lug goes to tone control 2 and the Five-lug is
going to tone control 1. In this case, tone control 1 will affect the tone of the neck pickup while
tone control two will change the sound of the middle pickup. In the middle position, only the
Three-lug is active on the output side, as we saw in Fig 7, and as we already know, the Three-lug
is going to tone control 2. Tone control 2 will change the tone of the middle pickup, and tone
control 1 will no longer have any effect on the sound. In the middle and bridge positions, we
know from Fig 6 that the One and Three lugs are active, but if we look at Fig 10, we can see we

do not use the One-lug in this circuit. We are left with only tone control 2 to adjust the tone by
changing the sound of the middle pickup. In the bridge position, we can see in Fig 5 that only
the One-lug is active, and if we look at Fig 10, we can see we do not use the One-lug. Therefore
neither tone control will affect the tone of the bridge pickup. For various reasons, you may want
to have a tone control for the bridge pickup. You might feel that the stock pickup is too bright
sounding, or some foot pedals might sound better if you could control the tone, or maybe you
bought third party pickups that are too bright sounding. There is a simple mod that you can do
in one of two ways, to give you tone control for the bridge. Add a wire green in this example that
goes from the Three-lug to the One-lug on the output side of the switch. It should look like Fig
You could also run the wire from the One-lug right to tone control 2. It makes no difference. This
mod will activate tone control 2 for the bridge pickup. You can then use tone control 2 to adjust
the tone for both the middle and bridge pickups. This mod is almost identical to the last mod,
but this time we add the wire from the Five-lug to the One-lug, or from the One-lug to tone
control 1. Fig 13 shows this modification green in this example. I feel that this is the better way
to do this mod because the bridge pickup uses tone control 1. This mod allows the tone of the
middle and bridge pickups to be adjusted independently in the fourth position, instead of
sharing tone control 2. You achieve more versatility for the same amount of work. Of course, if
you wanted to, you could drill into your guitar or pickguard and add another tone control. One
idea you can use is a modification of the Fender circuit that allows you to use two different
capacitors instead of just one. You might find that your neck pickup is much warmer than your
bridge pickup and a different capacitor value is more suited to it. Maybe using a. To do this mod
change the circuit to look like it does in Fig Another mod you might find useful is using a stereo
output jack to send more than one output signal from the guitar. If you wire your guitar like it is
in Fig 15, the guitar will work as it usually does with a standard guitar chord, but if you use a
stereo Y-cable, a second amp will turn on when the pickup selector is in the neck position. This
mod could be helpful in giving you an extra volume boost during a solo in a live show, or in
sending only the neck pickup to a pedalboard or effects rack. To make it the bridge or middle
pickup instead, connect the green wire to the corresponding output side lug. The real question
is, do you need the switch to stop at the two and four positions? And be sure to take a look
around humbuckersoup. Collection of stratocaster wiring diagram 5 way switch. Find great
deals on ebay for stratocaster 3 way switch. Strat Style Guitar Wiring Diagram Fender
stratocaster 3 way crl switch deluxe wiring kit for el. Fender stratocaster 3 way switch wiring
diagram. Stratocaster service diagrams if youre repairing or modifying your instrument and
need to see a wiring diagram or some replacement part numbers these service diagrams should
help you get started. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional photographic depiction of
an electrical circuit. To view or download a diagram click the download link to the right. The
contents of this diagram in whole or part are copyrighted and published for. I currently have
three all with 5 way switches. Upgrade wiring harness for fender stratocaster k cts pots 3 way
crl switch. Complete listing of all original fender stratocater guitar wiring diagrams in pdf
format. Original fender stratocaster wiring diagrams. Wiring a project guitar or upgrading anew
one. Position 2 on the 5 way does not give me the tone i got on that older strat when i put the 3
way switch between position 1 and 2. Typical standard fender stratocaster guitar wiring with
master volume plus 1 neck tone control and one middle pickup tone control. Strat style guitar
wiring diagram with three single coils 5 way lever switch 1 volume 2 tones. Humbucker strat tele
bass and more. Wiring is the same for 5 position and 3 position switch copyright fender musical
instruments corporation pn nov. The worlds largest selection of free guitar wiring diagrams.
Strat pickups set of 3 wiring diagram. Skip to main content. Everyone is saying that position 2
on the 5 way switch should sound the same but i cant get that very distinctive sweet and hollow
tone i got on the old strat. Enter your search keyword. This kit of parts fits most old and new
genuine fender usa s shaped guitarsexactly. It shows the parts of the circuit as simplified forms
and the power and also signal connections in between the devices. Wiring Diagram For 3 Way
Switch. Led Tube Light Wiring Diagram. Skip to content. Fender stratocaster 3 way crl switch
deluxe wiring kit for el. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp. Can't find the exact guitar wiring
diagram you need in our online archive? We also offer custom drawn guitar or bass wiring
diagrams designed to your specifications. Our wiring techs can design a custom wiring diagram
for any brand and type of pickups with your choice of custom controls and options. Custom
Diagram Order Form Page. Upgrade your original Gibson or Gibson style guitar with the highest
quality electric Switchcraft three position guitar toggle switch with nickel finish. Short body
switch for use on instruments with shallow control cavities. Heavy duty construction with a
firm, positive feel when selecting switch positions. For use on guitars and basses with two
pickups. Gotoh 3-way toggle switch pickup selector with Gold finish. Heavy duty construction
with superior quality finish plating. Use on any guitar or bass with two pickups. Gotoh 3-way
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itch pickup selector with Nickel finish. Switchcraft long body three position guitar toggle switch
with nickel finish. Pre-solder tinned for easy Switchcraft right angle three-way four-pull guitar
toggle switch for double-neck guitars, with nickel finish. Used on Gibson double neck and other
double neck guitars. Includes black switch tip. Switchcraft right angle three position guitar
toggle switch with nickel finish. Switchcraft right angle three position guitar toggle switch with
black finish. Upgrade or replace your import switch with the best 3-way switch available. Heavy
duty construction and superior dual contact design provides a long service live with noise free
operation. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Shop By
Brand GuitarElectronics. Shop by Brand GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Add to Cart.
Switchcraft sku: SWT Gotoh sku: SWT Quick view. Compare Selected. Parts Kits. PMT Controls.
Wiring Supplies. Custom Designed Wiring Diagrams.

